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determined to do or die. The next step would be to
establish an advanced base in British Borneo, and then the
situation would have returned to that described in Case (i).
Function of the China Squadron.
It remains to discuss the British China Squadron. It
consists of five io,ooo-ton cruisers, one smaller cruiser, one
aircraft carrier of 22,000 tons, ten destroyers, and twelve
submarines. It could cany out various subsidiary, but
important, operations depending on the ability and the
plans of the Admiral. The command of this squadron would
be one of the most dangerous and, at the same time, most
desirable appointments. Dangerous, because a single mistake
would spell annihilation : desirable, because of the wide
scope it would offer for independent action and for raids
in unexpected places, which would put fear into the Japanese
people. During the Great War the German cruiser Emden,
as a single unit, carried out a series of raids in the Indian and
Pacific Oceans. The British China Squadron would be able
to do the same sort of thing on a bigger scale and to contain
part of the Japanese Fleet.
In fact, the Admiral would be most usefully instructed
to watch and report on the movements of the Japanese
Fleet, to hamper its operations against Hongkong and
Singapore by diverting part of it, and to knock away the
shores from under Japan's fighting strength by attacking
her sea communications. His submarines and aircraft
might, for instance, be used for scouting, for attacking
communications and for the defence of Hongkong and
Singapore : the large cruisers for diverting part of the
Japanese Fleet and for attacking communications : the
destroyers for the defence of bases. Some of the submarines
might go into the Korean Strait, the Yellow Sea, and the
Sea of Japan to sink our shipping, others might go farther
north to cut off our oil supplies from Saghalien, others might
attempt to enter our naval ports to see if they could torpedo
any of our important ships of war. Japan would have to be
prepared for all this sort of thing.
But a most important, and at the same time most
interesting, question is the best use to be made of the five
io,ooo-ton cruisers. I will endeavour to forecast what they
might do in each of my three cases.

